Van Conversions for Life
CoTrim Passenger Seating statement:
Passenger safety is our number 1 priority, not cost. Its peoples lives we are protecting…

Safety
CoTrim's aftermarket crew van and people carrier seat conversions have been developed and rigorously safety
tested in accordance with current EU directives for M1 category vehicles, to meet the highest level of safety
currently available. The range of aftermarket passenger seating on offer by CoTrim have been crash tested in a
vehicle bodyshell, therefore the complete system including the seats, safety floor and all necessary fixings, have
been put through a simulated crash test, giving you complete peace of mind.

Comparisons
CoTrim are often provided with details of other companies offering low-priced solutions for aftermarket passenger
seat conversions. We feel morally obliged to advise you to check that the seating you have been offered
has been safety tested in a vehicle bodyshell and certified in accordance with current directives, and is not
just a crash tested seat bolted in position, as is often the case. When additional seats are fitted in a vehicle,
if they haven't been in-vehicle crash tested there is no guarantee that they will not pull out of the vehicle
floor in a real life accident. This could result in serious injury to passengers. As many would know, in
order to achieve a solution that is both safe and fully compliant with current EU laws, in addition to being
comfortable and durable commands a premium. This method of testing seats mounted in a vehicle bodyshell
costs around £20,000.00 per test, therefore CoTrim's seat conversions are not the cheapest on the market.
Low cost seat conversions usually omit this vital vehicle bodyshell test.

Safety Test Data
CoTrim has full safety test documentation readily available on file for customer appraisal.

Quality
CoTrim's passenger seat conversions will last for the lifetime of your vehicle, and will cope with sustained use
- day in and day out.

Vehicle Manufacturer Approved
Citroen, Ford, Mercedes-Benz, Renault, Renault Trucks, Toyota, Volkswagen.

Your Safety and Comfort is our Priority
Our seat conversions are covered by type approval legislation, fully proven and certified.
Designed to protect peoples lives - your passengers lives are priceless…

The choice is yours…please make it the right one.

For more information about the CoTrim range of conversions
call 01722 324524
Newton Road, Churchfields Ind. Estate. Salisbury,Wiltshire SP2 7QA

